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2006 Notarie

https://2016ucsdandlawlibraryaretheynetworkinggangstalkinghumantraffick.files.wordpress.com/2017/01/smncopier215091613390.pdf
What is exposed here is the realities of details concerning what was specifically stated in this 2006 Notarie- had Factual Legally reasonable reason's to be stated in the first place-as a result of your conclusions you will additionally conclude that
1 -what was stated has been indisputibly proven.
2- that leslie obviously had to of already had a reason and or experience concerning the crime's connected to GangStalking because the prediction's Details are specific.Thru deduction of Experience we reconize Patterns- all these statements were made 2 year's and 8 months before she discovered online on 06/09/09 that what she was experieicing was called Gangstalking

First here is the Fact that stores have been Caught - Coorelate the Fact that the first Event took place at Ralphs Grocery Store in October 2012 at Friars Mission Center- the 2'nd video 1 of at least 7 of Ralphs Grocery store being Caught in LaJolla Ca in December 2012-and since doin exactly what leslie state's was being done at the Frars Mission center Store 2 Months before.
The 2006 Notarie was made in San Diego when Leslie was in San Diego between 1 & 38 day's-( additionally incorporated is a receipt showing the Purchase of it

Learning Disabled Woman Exposes GangStalking at Ralph's and the

SDPD Refusing to take Report

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4Oo9omvC4U&list=PLG0HywY45nLGg0XiwVTno37EXOc2zJdYJ

1/24/2013 Learning Disabled Woman Proves GangStalking Direct Conversation Method is Happining

4/11/17 Exposeing SDPD Northern Divison's REFUSAL to Investigate Leslie Being Gangstalked

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=taSTKavD7qc&t=190s